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ABSTRACT 
Concepts like divine charisma, charisma athletics, culture Kayani Iranian culture, which 
existed royal splendor source of legitimacy and continuity of the story. 
 It was a friend and collaborator divine king bed, leaving them safe from harm’s way, but 
where was false and perversity, he escaped from the oven. However, all combined oven 
(Frkyany, Frshahy, Frayzdy, ...), all in a sense Vahdnd: Divine light of the nature of God 
shined his special servants and elected him and his shining glory and Vlazm gives authority 
to know the radiance of each course has its own unique shape.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Of the ancient splendor of divine kingship and the divine right of kings and justify the legitimacy of power 

he knew.  

 Khmshrvyt authority of gods and king was God's representative on earth he was caliph.  

 The  royal splendor of the divine principle, without which the seeds are not enough to breed. 

 According to the Persian king, the king was a divine charisma and deputy and successor chosen of God, and 

the Word of God on earth.  Therefore, the king was considered. 

 Of course, the people revolted against the king (because of incompetence Vstmgry) the context of his 

comments defiance and rebellion or sedition was also followed by the loss of the king was divine charisma. 

 The political culture of the ancient royal assignment was important, only those who deserve divine gift was 

granted to sit on the throne noted. 

 In addition to this, the king must be in good health and robustness and agility and skill in combat method 

was to be binding. 

 

Definitions oven or Khvrnh:  

 Charisma (BRIC, leprosy, Khvrnh) means the magnificent glory and dignity, equality and Zybndgy come in 

different cultures in our culture mythological Persian literature in terms of the Avesta, the truth is divine and 

spiritual qualities as for Who is achieved, and the splendor of his holiness and his spiritual greatness. (Yahaghi, 

1369, p. 318) 

 

Recipients splendor:  

 Usually prophets, sages, great king, savior, oven makers and the "trust God" caused He gets to have another 

clean and sort of "moral superiority - Heaven," said the delegate. In other words, man power and prosperity and 

ingenuity kind of force it. (Hashemi, 1385, p. 523) have also been told that the oven, Forough's pray that 

whoever attention Vnayt be awarded and him all the best and worthy of a prophet or king or powerful. (Afifi, 

1369, p. 568). An important point in the relationship "light" is the splendor words, the objective process, which 

is the same luminous halo around Srshahan and After Islam around the infallible Imams of Shia religious 

Vmqdsyn shining. (IbnKhaldun, 1373, p. 176) 
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The splendor of the Divine: 

 Divine splendor, the light which promotes spiritual and human triumph, and it is but Mazda has achieved 

since coming Vnagrftny acquire and possess her, philosophy, self-sacrifice and moral purity of thought and 

words and deeds, just ask, but always, the human desire to achieve it. 

 So we can say that wise and pious kings are trying to achieve and always celebrate.  

 The "Yasht are" states: charisma, Foroghi the Divine in the heart of the shine of all the excellence of the FA 

Prtvayn that someone to kingdom come (Pvrdavvd, 1347, p. 314) ovens according to ancient texts Pahlavi, 

Avesta and Shahnameh, oven types are: Divine splendor, splendor Kayani (royal splendor), Iranian culture 

(sponsor of the harm it) and heroic splendor.  

 This indicates that the oven is not only belong to the kings and people of all classes must be oven. That is 

the duty of the people and dutifulness. (M. Spring, 1375, p. 120)  

 

Far worthwhile titles in the Avesta: 

The avesta, it becomes clear that the process has been known to be one of the important topics Kayani 

characteristics (kingdom) and win, because that is the source of conquest and domination, but adroit, agile, 

avoiding work, wise, of all creatures are more dexterous than Vdyr finder. (Dvstkhvah, 1365, p. 124) 

 

Aspect and shape: 

 The Council and the oven in Avesta of bird named "Varghnh" explains that a person appearing to the 

Board. About the "Varghnh" What kind of bird has different opinions. 

 He has introduced some crow, others see him as a chicken hawk win, ambitious and ruler. And of course, 

the same bird that was introduced as an embodiment of the oven.But what is important is the bird in the oven. 

(Dvstkhvah, 1365, p. 124) 

 

Concludes:  

 Throughout human history, always looking for something that will prove the legitimacy of their own class 

rule. chosen and know that He has bestowed Hbty worthy hair. 

 The legitimacy of his predilection he only caused by God. So we conclude that the legitimacy of a 

government and the undisputed King of kings who did not hesitate to legitimize the rule of no effort.  باancestry 

and lineage and its attribution to the royal family'' in the hope that the light of God will always remain bright in 

our hearts'' 
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